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Cloud Resource Management: Comparative
Analysis and Research Issues
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Abstract— Cloud resource management is momentous for efficient resource allocation and scheduling that requires for fulfilling
customers’ expectations. But, it is difficult to predict an appropriate matching in a heterogeneous and dynamic cloud environment that leads
to performance degradation and SLA violation. Thus, resource management is a challenging task that may be compromised because of
the inappropriate allocation of the required resource. This paper presents a systematic review and analytical comparisons of existing
surveys, research work exists on SLA, resource allocation and resource scheduling in cloud computing. Further, discussion on open
research issues, current status and future research directions in the field of cloud resource management.
Index Terms— Resource allocation, Resource scheduling, QoS, SLA, Heterogeneity, Scalability, VM management, Resource utilization,
Energy consumption, Security, Monitoring.

——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION

C

loud computing providing virtual resources to customers
under the pay-per-usage model managed by service
providers. It includes infrastructure as a service (IaaS),
platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS).
Service providers' priorities are to fulfill customers‘
expectations for competitive costs. Resource management
needs the optimal usage of virtual resources to respond on a
large scale. It is challenging to allocate a suitable resource on
heterogeneous and dynamic task requirements that impacts
performance and SLA. The quality of service (QoS) can be
fulfilled by considering availability, scalability, utilization,
cost, time, energy consumption and so forth. Cloud has the
capacity to provide service according to the behavioral of
applications. Organizations such as banking, health care
system, educational platform, and e-commerce are using cloud
services for storing and retrieving data [Pietri et al. 2016]. It
has eliminated the need for purchasing physical resources
[Jamshidi et al. 2013]. Cloud service has become an integral
part of our daily lives that fulfill information technology (IT)
needs by cost-effectiveness and usability [Buyya et al. 2009].
To realize this, there is a challenge to ensure that guarantees
QoS requirements and SLA by managing resource
heterogeneity, dynamism, complexity, and uncertainty. It can
distrust consumer and provider relations where pricing
policies are according to QoS parameters [Mustafa et al. 2015].
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Cloud computing features can efficiently manage varied
application requirements need to be explored. Existing resource
management techniques are unable to such a customizing
environment to achieve important QoS parameters and avoid
SLA violations. This survey has been conducted to provide a
hands-on-information in the field of cloud resource
management. In a cloud environment unpredictability and
uncertainty, the problem causes inappropriate matching. It
needs to consider the following:
 SLA rules: Consumers‘ are paying and expecting cloud
service at a reasonable cost and time. But, it is challenging
to provide expected performance and SLA violation.
 Availability: Resource availability plays an important role
to process users‘ instant demand. But, dynamic reallocation
leads to network congestion and energy consumption.

Dynamic environment: The cloud environment is dynamic
and unpredictable. It is difficult to manage dynamism and
uncertainty.
 Heterogeneity:
Cloud
computing
comprising
heterogeneous resources. It can fulfill varied application
demands. But, traditional techniques are unable to manage
heterogeneity.
 Geographical distance: Cloud data centers are located in
different geographical regions that require the proper
distribution of isolated resources for higher utilization. But,
existing resource management techniques are unable to
manage diversified network resources.
Moreover, existing techniques need an extension to
customize emerging platforms, such as edge computing,
containers and hybrid cloud component [Gupta et al. 2017]. The
main issue in this context to enhance availability, utilization,
and elasticity that helps to avoid SLA violation [Zhan et al. 2015;
Singh et al. 2015]. Therefore, a standardized technique should
have existed for efficient cloud resource management.
1.1 Significance of Cloud Resource Management (CRM)
The motive of cloud resource management (CRM) is to
provide applications based services by efficiently managing
runtime resources. The traditional cloud would be replaced by
hybrid components. There is a need for managing
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heterogeneity, dynamism, and uncertainty while scheduling
cloud resources. Cloud resource scheduling is an NP-hard
problem impacts performance. To overcome such a problem,
the cloud needs a novel technique that can manage according to
its characteristics [Singh H. et al., 2017; Singh H. et al., 2019;
Singh H. et al., 2019]. This comprehensive survey will help
researchers for developing a standard framework to enhance
the quality of cloud services, cost-effectiveness and usability.

1.2 Motivation for CRM
The objective of this study is a discussion on resource
management techniques: resource provisioning, allocation,
scheduling, and monitoring from the perspective of QoS
parameters and SLA. It also discusses the challenges on
resource provisioning, resource allocation, resource mapping,
resource scheduling, application scheduling, VM management,
workload management, QoS parameters, SLA, Big data, latency,
energy consumption, utilization, scalability, security, and
monitoring in cloud resource management.
Cloud services are based on the pay-per-usage model. To
retain quality service while responding on large scale
optimization of allocated resources required. Growing
application domains, heterogeneity, complexity, and
unpredictability are the obstacle in cloud resource management.
1.3 Comparison between Existing Surveys and Ours
Cloud services demand is growing tremendously. To
efficiently handle deliveries by protecting the unnatural
condition, it needs a better resource management solution.
This section has been conducted a discussion and comparative
analysis (table 1) on existing surveys in cloud resource
management.
Vinothina et al. [2012] survey on resource allocation
strategies focuses on Service level agreement (SLA) to identify
utilization of resources. It is an in-depth discussion on optimal
allocation to strengthen cloud services. Tinghuai et al. [2014]
conducted a review of existing resource allocation and
scheduling techniques to attain SLA by providing costeffective services. The scheduling strategies are considered
locality-aware, reliability-aware and energy-aware for
resource management. Manvi et al. [2014] review resource
provisioning, allocation and scheduling techniques for
efficient management of infrastructure resources. The QoS
requirements and SLA violation concerns were also discussed
to provide cost-effective services. Singh et al. [2015] presented
a survey on QoS aware resource management techniques in
cloud computing. The importance of optimization-aware selfmanagement techniques also discussed. It shows the impact of
QoS parameters on SLA, it also gives suggestions further
development of standardizing resource management
technique. Mustafa et al. [2015] present a review and
taxonomy of resource management techniques. It discusses
challenges in energy-aware, workload-aware and network
resources for managing SLA and profit in hybrid and mobile
cloud. Alkhank et al. [2015] detailed taxonomy on workflow
scheduling for efficient resource management. It discusses
challenges in resource allocation and scheduling to provide
cost-aware
services
while
managing
data-intensive
applications. Zhan et al. [2015] presented, taxonomy on
resource scheduling schemes to provide application-aware
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cost-effective cloud services. It discusses an evolution aware
method to proper utilize IaaS, PaaS and SaaS resources while
managing energy and profit. Madni et al. [2016] review
resource scheduling techniques for efficient resource
allocation and scheduling. It discusses different resource
scheduling challenges and impacts on QoS parameters and
SLA. The paper directs suggestions for cost-aware VM
allocation and management. Pietri et al. [2016] review on VM
configuration and placement strategies for efficient VM
mapping. It highlights the issues in VM reallocation for varied
application requirements, reduction of energy SLA violation.
It also discusses various application metrics and platforms for
appropriate VM placement to manage resource utilization and
profit. Zhang et al. [2016] present a review on different
categories of resource provisioning algorithms in cloud
computing. It identified some issues of VMs migration,
availability, and scalability that can lead to SLA violation.
Singh et al. [2016] presented a survey on cloud resource
management (resource provisioning and scheduling), the
importance of algorithm accuracy for the selection of specific
workload execution. It highlights issues for efficient resource
distribution, impact on QoS and SLA. Further, Singh et al.
[2016] present a broad survey on resource scheduling
algorithms (RSA) in cloud computing. It discusses various
categories of RSA for efficient resource management. The
paper also highlights the challenging issues in resource
provisioning and scheduling. Mezni et al. [2018] review on
various uncertainty aware approaches in cloud computing. It
discusses performance affecting uncertainty aware factor, and
future research directions for cloud service life-cycle
management. Kumar M. et al. [2019] presented a review of
different resource scheduling techniques for better resource
management. It discusses the benefits and limitations of
heuristic, metaheuristic, and hybrid scheduling techniques; it
also discusses various simulation tools.
 This research survey is an initiative that reviews on
existing surveys. It incorporated all the characteristics of
sustainable cloud computing. This research work presents
an analytical discussion on existing surveys that result in
open research issues.
 A systematic review of resource management techniques
in cloud computing.
 Discussion on challenging and current issues for
identifying future scope in the related domain.
 It organizes resource management techniques based on
strategies followed by a method.
 Open challenging issues still impacting on performance
and service quality has been discussed.
 To overcome the issues, it presented suggestions for
researchers and academia.
Table 1 shows a comparative analysis of existing surveys
where SLA, Qos, resource allocation, and resource scheduling
have been considered in the majority of surveys. The research
work needs other important factors: virtualization, energy
consumption, utilization, workload management, monitoring,
and cost. Despite limited surveys on open issues and further
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Table 1. Comparison between Existing Surveys and Present Survey
Criteria

Our survey

Vinothina et
al. [2012]

Tinghuai et
al. [2014]

Manvi et
al.
[2014]

Singh et
al. [2015]

Mustafa et
al. [2015]

Alkhank et
al. [2015]

Zhan et
al.
[2015]

Madni et
al.
[2016]

Pietri et
al.
[2016]

Zhang et
al.
[2016]

Singh et
al.
[2016]

Singh et
al. 2016

Mezni
et
al. [2018]

Kumar
M. et al.
[2019]

Survey

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Virtualization

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Energy

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Utilization

√

√

√

√
√

√

Workload
management

√

Resource
allocation

√

Resource
scheduling

√

Monitoring

√

SLA

√

Cost

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

Qi's

√

√

√

Review+ further
research
guidelines

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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research directions, other surveys presented the only review of
existing research work.

1.4 Paper Structure
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents cloud
resource management mechanism by following subsections:
SLA- QoS: parameters-validation check, services: demandmonitoring, resources: VMs-availability; resource allocation
policies- heuristic and metaheuristic; resource scheduling
policies- heuristic and metaheuristic; section 3 discussion on
open research challenges and future research directions; and
section 4 conclusions and summary of the work.

2 CLOUD RESOURCE MANAGEMENT MECHANISM
This research work has adopted a systematic way to present
existing works on cloud resource management. Cloud
resources are providing services to millions of users under
different models based on customers‘ budgets and
requirements. Therefore, the resource management (RM)
technique should monitor dynamism and scalability while
scheduling [Singh et al., 2017; Manvi et al., 2014]. It is
challenging to meet customer reliability and provider
expectations without compromising on performance and SLA
violation. It has been identified that service quality, economic
approach and resource usability are important factors that
need to be considered in the standard resource management
technique. Figure 1: presents cloud resource management
mechanism: (i) SLA (ii) resource allocation (iii) resource
scheduling.
Cloud Resource Management
SLA

Resource Allocation Resource Scheduling
Fig. 1. Cloud Resource Management

2.1 SLA
Cloud computing paradigm based on the concept of ServiceOriented Architecture (SOA) where a legal agreement exists
between the provider and consumer [Jula et al. 2014]. The
provider needs to ensure guarantees of SLA by meeting users‘
requirements.
In this context, Buyya et al. [2011] presented an SLA-aware
resource allocation model for providing business-oriented
services. It was based on the allocation of services to meet
application demand by managing SLA. It also highlights the
complexity of application workload, and execution of specific
service in terms of QoS by managing the budget. Goudarzi et
al. [2012] have considered SLA constraints using a heuristic
method for performance optimization. It manages VM
allocation and placement to meet users‘ requests while
managing operational and migration costs. Mustafa et al.
[2015] discussed SLA, violation and penalty measures. It
highlights that such techniques are unable to provide service
according to expected QoS parameters. It also leads to
performance degradation and SLA violation. Suprakash et al.
[2019] presented SLA aware model to provide quality of
service. This work focuses on 100% resource utilization by
monitoring that ensures effective management of SLA. A
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catalog based model adopted for getting the current state of
resource which help to rearrange underutilized resources.
Figure 1 shows different aspects of SLA which results in
guaranteeing SLA and QoS parameters.
SLA

QoS

Service

Resources

Parameters Validation Demand Monitoring VMs
check

Availability

Fig. 2. Classification of SLA

2.1.1 QoS: Parameters- Validation Check
Plenty of research work has done on SLA and its violation
with respect to QoS parameters. Beloglazov et al. [2012]
presented ―energy-aware resource allocation‖ (EA-RA), a
negotiation based process. It considers QoS parameters and
greenhouse gas emissions through optimization to reduce cost
and energy consumption. Feng et al. [2013] presented a QoS
based load aware method to improve utilization through
Cloud Virtual technology virtualizes cloud data center
resources that run instances of resources or applications. A
single physical machine runs multiple application services.
But, particular VM instance allocation to a specific task is
complicated due to heterogeneity and dynamic environment
[Chavan et al. 2015].
In this context, Liu et al. [2014] presented a high availability
(HA) method for managing cloud infrastructure. The research
work discussed techniques developed for increasing the
reliability and availability in the cloud. It highlights challenges
and developed benchmarking based method that estimates
available for the deployment of resources to a customer.
Chavan et al. [2014] presented a higher resource availability
method using clustering virtual machines in data centers. It
optimizes shared resources to get better results for scalability
and availability. The work performed auto-VM migration to
manage availability and balancing that improves utilization.
Nabi et al. [2016] presented a survey on current availability
solutions in the cloud designed. This taxonomy discussed
service Availability Forum, concepts, and mechanisms for
baseline evaluation. It categorized proposed solutions,
differences and similarities between various solutions in terms
of availability and their impact on performance and SLA.
Pietri et al. [2016] survey on mapping VMs onto PMs and
categorize techniques based on mapping properties impact
availability. This research work discussed scheduling actions,
triggers, optimization goals, metrics, applications, and
platforms used for evaluation in different techniques. Mishra
et al. [2018] presented an "Energy-efficient VM-placement"
(EE-VMsP) algorithm for optimal mapping. It performed VMs
configuration and placement to reduce energy consumption
and makespan by appropriate handling of heterogeneous and
dynamic tasks.
It was concluded that resource availability can help while
distributing VMs. Further, matching techniques manage
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adaptability and throughput utilization of resources.
Therefore, the RM technique should able to release
unnecessary active resources at runtime to organize
availability. auto-scaling and clustering. To control elastic
scaling and energy consumption, it efficiently distributes
physical resources. Ding et al. [2014] presented a QoS-aware
resource matching framework by identifying resource
requirements using the negotiation process. The method
adopts multi-attribute matching for resource provisioning.
Singh et al. [2015] presented a QoS-aware resource
provisioning
framework, K-means based clustering
mechanism was used to group similar workloads. It identifies
and classifies workload before resource provisioning to reduce
cost, time and energy. Serrano et al. [2016] presented SLAaaS
(SLA-aware Service) model to integrate QoS and SLA. It
addresses SLA violation problems and formulates the CSLA
language as a proposed solution. Singh et al. [2017] presented
STAR, an optimization scheme that improves the probability
to meet QoS parameters, performance and minimize SLA
violation.

2.1.2 Services: Demand- Monitoring
The cloud environment provides cost-effective services
under the pay-per-usage model. Thus providers need to
ensure service should be according to demand and monitoring
of allocated resources. Monitoring is an important aspect of
cloud resource management. Cloud is facing challenges to
manage services on-demand, scalability, elasticity, and
uncertainty [Zhao et al. 2014; Syed et al. 2017].
Ward et al. [2014] survey of contemporary monitoring tools
and examine the designs and challenges in cloud monitoring.
It concluded that the cloud needs distributed monitoring
support tools. These tools should extensive range of resource
monitoring to manage scalability, elasticity, performance on
demand of consumers. Rodrigues et al. [2016] highlighted the
importance of monitoring and performance affecting factors:
scalability, elasticity, and migration. It shows that monitoring
should be performed at different levels to exploit cloud
resources. Prasad et al. [2018] conducted a survey on
monitoring that considers the importance of resource
availability at the IaaS level. It shows that availability can
improve service quality and utilization. The work highlights
availability and monitoring to help in service quality and
performance by improving utilization. Wang et al. [2018]
proposed a "self-adaptive monitoring approach" (SA-MA) to
estimate the running state of the system, anomaly degree, and
predict faults detection using principal component analysis. It
efficiently detects abnormal state and lowering the monitoring
overheads.
The monitoring of allocated resources can improve
availability and usability. Traditional RM techniques are
unable to provide such an environment for runtime workload
identification that can monitor resource state. The survey
shows that limited work has been done on monitoring for
managing elastic scaling and expected service quality. Further
research work can be done on service-aware, applicationaware and resource-aware monitoring for efficient cloud
services.
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2.1.3 RESOURCES: VMS- AVAILABILITY
Cloud Virtual technology virtualizes cloud data center
resources that run instances of resources or applications. A
single physical machine runs multiple application services.
But, particular VM instance allocation to a specific task is
complicated due to heterogeneity and dynamic environment
[Chavan et al. 2015].
In this context, Liu et al. [2014] presented a high availability
(HA) method for managing cloud infrastructure. The research
work discussed techniques developed for increasing the
reliability and availability in the cloud. It highlights challenges
and developed benchmarking based method that estimates
available for the deployment of resources to a customer.
Chavan et al. [2014] presented a higher resource availability
method using clustering virtual machines in data centers. It
optimizes shared resources to get better results for scalability
and availability. The work performed auto-VM migration to
manage availability and balancing that improves utilization.
Nabi et al. [2016] presented a survey on current availability
solutions in the cloud designed. This taxonomy discussed
service Availability Forum, concepts, and mechanisms for
baseline evaluation. It categorized proposed solutions,
differences and similarities between various solutions in terms
of availability and their impact on performance and SLA.
Pietri et al. [2016] survey on mapping VMs onto PMs and
categorize techniques based on mapping properties impact
availability. This research work discussed scheduling actions,
triggers, optimization goals, metrics, applications, and
platforms used for evaluation in different techniques. Mishra
et al. [2018] presented an "Energy-efficient VM-placement"
(EE-VMsP) algorithm for optimal mapping. It performed VMs
configuration and placement to reduce energy consumption
and makespan by appropriate handling of heterogeneous and
dynamic tasks.
It was concluded that resource availability can help while
distributing VMs. Further, matching techniques manage
adaptability and throughput utilization of resources.
Therefore, the RM technique should able to release
unnecessary active resources at runtime to organize
availability.

2.2 Resource Allocation Policies
The resource allocation performs by investigating task
requirements for fulfilling customers‘ expectations. It is
difficult to perform suitable resource allocation according to
the application workload. Due to the growing complexity of
the data center and application requirements problem
becomes challenging. It needs to ensure user demand by
allocating suitable resources without impacting energy
consumption. While inappropriate allocation leads to
performance degradation, and violation of SLA.
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Resource Allocation Policies
QoS

Parameters

Demand

Goals

Validity

Allocation

workload
Resources
Type
Type
Fig. 3. Classification of Resource Allocation Policies

Tool used

To address this problem, several researchers have
presented different solutions. In the following sections,
resource allocation policies are categorized based on heuristic
and metaheuristic techniques in the perspective of QoS,
demand, and validity, as depicted in figure 3.
Heuristic methods are used in various calculation
patterns for finding an exact solution. It can provide a near
solution to save energy but unable to predict suitable solutions
[Tinghuai et al. 2014]. Metaheuristic approach follows the
optimization process for appropriate matching using the
convergence process [Vinothina et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2016].
It provides a more accurate solution by managing resource
usability and service quality.

2.2.1 Heuristic Resource Allocation Policies
Lee et al. [2010] presented ―energy-conscious task
consolidation‖ (ECTC) and ―maximize resource utilization‖
(MaxUtil) for task consolidation using heuristics. The heuristic
approach followed by the algorithm has efficiently reduced
cost, energy consumption and maximize resource utilization.
Nosrati et al. [2016] presented, ―energy-efficient and latency
optimized‖ (EELO) resource allocation method. It
accomplished the identification of communication latencies
and the geographical distance of the system using an
optimization technique to minimize energy consumption.
Verma et al. (2016) presented, ―dynamic resource demand
prediction and allocation framework‖ (DRDP-RF). It avoids
unnecessary computational cost and time by predicting the
demands, improves resource utilization and performance.
Beloglazov et al. [2012] presented a ―modified best fit
decreasing‖ (MBFD) method for resource provisioning and
allocation to manage energy consumption and SLA violation.
The VMs are sorted in utilization state; it improves the
benefits of heterogeneity. Xiao et al [2013] proposed a fast up
and slow down (FUSD) resource allocation method to
overcome the workload of the system and minimize the
number of active servers to reduce energy consumption. The
skewness concept was used to measure resource utilization
(scale up and down) for combining Virtual Machines.
Wu et al. [2011] presented the ProfminVio algorithm for
mapping and scheduling based on customer dynamic
demand. It focuses on maximizing profit and maintaining SLA
policies. Ding et al. [2014] presented a QoS-aware resource
recommendation (QoS-RR) method that performs on attributebased matching for ―price utility and group customer
evaluation‖ which guarantees QoS requirements. The resource
matching has considered with an objective to manage
performance and QoS. Singh et al. [2015] presented QoS based
resource provisioning (QoS-RP) technique, the k-means
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clustering technique is used to identify and categorize
requirements. It reduced execution cost and time without SLA
violation.
Koch et al. [2016] presented a ―probabilistic workloadaware dynamic resource allocation‖ (PWA-DRA) technique
that improves the utilization of resources. The maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) method for optimization which
considers utilizing heterogeneity for appropriate service; its‘
execution performed to promote digital education for
institutions. Peng et al. [2016] presented an ―application type
based resource allocation‖ (AT-RA) strategy. It adopted the
resource-aware workload management scheme to map tasks
on appropriate VMs.
Thein et al. [2018] proposed an ―Energy-efficient Cloud
Infrastructure Resource Allocation‖ (EE-RA) framework to
efficient use of cloud infrastructure. It used reinforcement
learning mechanism and fuzzy logic for effective resource
allocation to manage revenue, cost and SLA violation and data
center resources. Liu et al. [2018] presented Cloud_RRSSF, a
multi-objective optimization algorithm for reliable resource
allocation. algorithm to reinstate the failure of cloud service
during resource allocation. It concentrates on performance
management, resource utilization, and energy consumption to
meet QoS requirements for improving consumer's and
provider's relations.

2.2.2 Metaheuristic Resource Allocation Policies
Nuttapong et al. [2012] proposed a resource provisioning
method based on cost optimization (RP-CO) using PSO. It has
taken task characteristics and resource configuration to decide
purchasing decision instances or reservations. Rodriguez et al.
[2014] presented a ―resource provisioning and scheduling
algorithm‖ (RPSA) for scientific workflow application using
PSO. To manage heterogeneity, it concentrates on elasticity
and dynamicity. Fereshteh et al. [2017] presented a multiobjective PSO crowding distance (MOPSO-CD) algorithm to
perform service allocation for maximizing the utilities of
customers and providers. This method performed a step-wise
selection of appropriate service concentrates on revenue and
utilization.
Sivadon et al. [2012] presented optimal cloud resource
provisioning (OCRP) algorithm that provision resources by
following the demand under different stages and price
uncertainties. The sample-average approximation (SAA)
approach is used to estimate the cost of provisioning. Xue et
al. [2014] proposed an improved differential algorithm for
cloud task scheduling (IDA-CTS) using DE. The zooming
factor, mutation and crossover strategy is adopted for
selection to reduce makespan and energy consumption.
Aarti et al. [2015] presented, ―agent-based automated
service composition‖ (A2SC) resource provisioning scheme.
The mobile agents potentially manage resource distribution to
execute an application on minimum cost. Vakilinia et al. [2015]
present a resource allocation model based on the Poisson
process (RAM-PP) where jobs (constant and dynamic) are
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Table. 2. Comparative Analysis of resource allocation techniques based on QoS parameters
Reference
Lee et al. [2010]
Wu et al. [2011]
Beloglazov et al.
[2012]
Xiao et al. 2013
Ding et al. [2014]

Algorithm
ECTC
MaxUtil
ProfminVio

QoS Parameters
Utilization, energy,

Task consolidation heuristics in a way to reduce energy

performance

consumption and maximize resource utilization

Cost, profit, SLA

Thresholds based energy-aware VMs migration while considering

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

IaaS, VMs

Cloudsim

VMs

Cost, time

Workload assigned to suitable VM to fulfill QoS using K-means
clustering

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

IaaS, VMs

DRDP-RF
RP-CO
OCRP
IDA-CTS
RPSA

institutions

Utilization

resource allocation

decision
Different provisioning stages considered to reduce the cost of
resource utilization

Cost
Makespan, energy
Cost, deadline

Job arrival rate, utilization

LA-CBA

Cost, makespan, utilization

MOPSO-CD

Energy-efficient latency optimization especially for media

Optimal resource provisioning to perform best allocation

Cost

RAM-PP

CDARA

Workload and resource-aware strategy to allocate only the required
resource

Resource allocation performed by predicting tenants demand

Cost

Samimi et al. 2016

Qi's

Probabilistic resource allocation scheme for education

Cost

A2SC

RA-UPGT

Cost, response time
Pricing

Optimal scheduling using DE to minimize makespan and
energy consumption
Heterogeneity, elasticity, and dynamicity considered using PSO
Identified dynamic requirements and runtime resource
management
Homogenous and heterogeneous VMs considered according
to jobs
Allocation and workload managing strategy using Cuckoo-search
Allocation based on coalition formation with varied capabilities of
agents
Auction-based

market-oriented

pricing

model

for

resource

allocation

Time, revenue, utilzation

Revenue, time and utilization considered for users and providers

Energy, profit, scalability,

Energy consumption, utilization, and SLA based resource allocation

SLA

Thein et al. [2018]

EE-RA

Tafsiri et al. [2018]

CDA-RA

Profit, efficiency, utilization

performed
Fairness usage of resources performed to improve efficiency, profit,
and utilization

Cloud_RRSSF

Reliability,
utilization,
energy consumption

Reliable resource
consumption

Liu et al. [2018]

Cloudsim

Heterogeneous

Pillai et al. [2016]

Fereshteh et al. 2017

IaaS, VM, SaaS

Synthetic workload

Energy, response time

[2016]

Heterogeneous

Dynamic

EELO

Alexander et al.

Dynamic

Dynamic

Nosrati et al. [2016]

Vakilinia et al. [2015]

based VMs

Resource matching performed in a way to meet Qi's

Utilization, load balancing

Singh et al. 2015

Identify customer varied request to assign heterogeneity

Hot spot mitigation and green computing

AT-RA

Rodriguez et al. 2014

IaaS, VM

Cost, profit

Peng et al. [2016]

Xue et al [2014]

Homogeneous

Energy, performance

PWA-DRA)

Sivadon et al. 2012

Dynamic

FUSD
QoS-RR

Koch et al. [2016]

[2012]

Resources

Energy, SLA, utilization

QoS-RP

Nuttapong et al.

Workload type

environment

MBFD

Singh et al. [2015]

Verma et al. 2016

Allocation

Goals

allocation

performed

to

reduce

energy

Dynamic

Synthetic
workloads

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

Static

Homogeneous

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

Dynamic

IaaS, CPU, VMs

IaaS
VMs, CPU
VMs, network
resources

Tool used
Gaussian
method

Trace-driven simulation
.NET and SQL Server
Cloudsim
Discrete-event simulation
Cloudsim, cloudstack
Cloudsim

SaaS, VMs

Cloudsim

Heterogeneous

VMs

Workflow

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

VMs

GLPK

Dynamic

Homogeneous

VMs, MIPS

Cloudsim

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

IaaS, VMs

Cloudsim

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

Datacenter

JAVA

Dynamic

Homogeneous

VMs, CPU

Discrete event simulation

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

VMs, CPU

Cloudsim

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

VMs

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

VMs, MIPS

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

MIPS

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

VMs, CPU

Cloudsim

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

VMs

Cloudsim

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

Host, CPU

Cloudsim

JAVA
Cloudsim
Matlab
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Submitted by users. The method performed job blocking
probability and distribution to manage utilization and cost.
Samimi et al. [2016] presented, ―combinatorial double auction
resource allocation‖ (CDARA) model, it considers economic
benefit for service providers and customers. The broker
analysis task types and quantities the appropriate resource
and budget. Tafsiri et al. [2018] presented a "Combinatorial
double auction-based resource allocation" (CDA-RA)
algorithm to strength provider and consumer relations. The
technique followed a linear optimization mechanism to
benefits the pricing of resource usage.
Alexander et al. [2016] presented a load-aware Cuckoo
based allocation (LA-CBA) method for efficient resource
management. A load-aware scheme is performed by virtual
clusters and virtual machines in the datacenter. It manages
deadline constraints without affecting computational cost,
makespan, and utilization. Pillai et al. [2016] presented
―resource allocation using the uncertainty principle of game
theory‖ (RA-UPGT) for managing VMs according to demand.
It performed demand-aware and topology-aware allocation
based on coalition formation to manage task allocation time
and communication cost.

ISSN 2277-8616

of research papers concentrate on utilization; time 9% and
makespan 5%; energy-aware 14; workload management and
scalability 2%, deadline 7%; profit 14%; performance 5%. It
shows publications have identified cost as a prime factor by
researchers. Other factors such as scalability, elasticity, latency
are still needed to be considered for better cloud resource
management. Figure 5 shows the percentage of different
resources used (VMs, host, data center, CPU, MIPS, Memory,
IaaS, PaaS, SaaS and network resources) in experimentation.
The graphical data demonstrates that VMs consideration 49%
in the research publications. For the rest of the factors, 17% of
research papers concentrate on IaaS; 15% CPU; 7% MIPS; data
center 3%, Host and network resources 2%; SaaS 5%. This
shows that VM is more attentive and utilized among resources
by researchers; rest factors such as host, datacenter, PaaS,
SaaS, network resources and memory can be explored in
further research works. The comparative analysis shows the
dynamic allocation for appropriate management of
heterogeneity and QoS requirements. The existing techniques
considered VM as an important factor for resources; hence
work can be done on other parameters. The majority of
resource allocation policies are implemented on cloudsim tool.

2.2.3 Data Analysis
This section presents a comparative analysis of
publications, sections 2.2.1 and section 2.2.2 discussed
allocation policies which are tabulated in table 2. The analysis
was done based on QoS parameters, prime goals of the work,
scheduling environment and workload type, resources
considered in experimentation and implementation tool. The
graphical data shown in figure 4 and figure 5, represents QoS
parameters, and resources considered in experimentation.

SaaS Resources Used
5%

Dara
center
2%

IaaS
17%
MIPS
7%
Network
resources
2%

QoS Parameters
Scalability
2%
Deadline
7%
Makespan
5%
Energy
Aware
14%
Performan
ce
4%

Profit
14%

Cost
23%

Host
3%

CPU
15%

VMs
49%

Fig. 5. Comparative analysis of resource allocation publications based
on resources considered for the experiments

workload
Manageme
nt
Time
2%
9%

2.3 Resource Scheduling

Utilization
20%

Fig. 4. Comparative analysis of resource allocation publications based
on QoS parameters

Figure 4 shows the percentage of QoS parameters
considered (cost, time, utilization, energy-aware, makespan,
scalability, workload management, and profit) in research
publications discussed in section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 The graphical
data demonstrates that cost examined more than other factors
with 23% of the research papers. For the rest of the factors 21%

In this section, resources scheduling has considered as a
part of the study- challenges in resource scheduling, previous
works on scheduling problems, benefits of various scheduling
algorithms. Resource scheduling is the procedure of trading
between tasks and resources [Alkhank et al. 2016]. The
appropriate scheduling can fulfill task requirements.
In this regard, the research community has proposed
different resource scheduling techniques discussed in the
following. Heuristic and metaheuristic based resource
scheduling techniques have been discussed in terms of QoS,
demand, and validity depicted in figure 6. It is difficult to
schedule resources at runtime while the workload is
heterogeneous and dynamic.
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2.3.1 Heuristic Resource Scheduling Policies
Sindhu et al. [2011] proposed the ―longest cloudlet fastest
processing element‖ (LCFP) and ―shortest cloudlet fastest
processing element‖ (SCFP) algorithms for efficient task
scheduling. The sorting method designed to short length-wise
a list of VMs (PEs) to map tasks on sufficient resources.
Warneke et al. [2011] presented a scheme of dynamic
resource scheduling (Nephele) to process data simultaneously.
The Nephele performed allocation/ reallocation of resources
for different types of jobs to manage cost, time and utilization.
Lakhani et al [2013] proposed an optimization-based resource
scheduling task grouping (ORS-TG) algorithm to group
similar resource requirements. The task assignment is
performed to assign a suitable VM based on MIPS
requirements to manage utilization, cost and time.
Calheiros et al. [2014] presented EIPR, an enhanced IaaS
cloud partial critical path (IC-PCP) for provisioning and
scheduling. The priorities of tasks are considered based on
different time slots that managed performance and makespan.
Zhang et al. [2015] presented PRISM as a ―fine-grain resourceaware‖ MapReduce scheduler. The phase-level scheduling
scheme has been used to allocate certain resources according
to each task execution that reduced idle time and makespan.
Chen et al. [2015] presented uncertainty-aware scheduling
algorithm PRS to schedule dynamic workload according to
resource availability. The interval number theory has been
used to describe the uncertainty that impacts on scaling,
energy, and utilization. Qizhi et al. [2016] present dynamic
virtual resource management (DV-RM) framework to cope
with traffic burst using a Gompertz curve and average moving
method. The auto regression model and analyzing time series
are used for predicting workload to guarantees SLA and cost.
Singh et al. [2016] proposed resource provisioning and
scheduling (RPS) techniques to fulfill QoS parameters which
run a scheduling policy based on suitability. It efficiently
executes workload on resources with minimum execution
cost, time and energy. Kong et al. [2016] present an auction
mechanism based resource scheduling algorithm (AM-BRS)
for pricing adaptive VM scheduling. The algorithm major
factors are network bandwidth, auction deadline, pricing, and
utilization. Ali et al. [2016] presented group tasks scheduling
(GTS) algorithm, it schedule tasks by classifying into five
different categories and four types of attributes. The
scheduling performed to select a category and individual task
for low latency.
Panda et al. [2018] proposed a pair-based task scheduling
(PTS) algorithm that pair unequal tasks for efficient resource
utilization. It uses an optimization mechanism to consider
start time, duration and end time of task execution for
managing resource availability. Panda et al. proposed a cloud
task partitioning scheduling (CTPS) algorithm for online and
offline scheduling. This paper also extends min-min and
max_min task partitioning scheduling algorithms that execute
utilize heterogeneous resources for reducing execution time,
makespan and cost.
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amount of time and cost. Babu et al. [2013] proposed an
algorithm, ―Honey bee behavior inspired load balancing‖
(HBB-LB) for an optimal load. The VM grouping scheme
efficiently manages the load balancing, network problems,
and scalability without affecting execution time and
makespan. Pacini et al. [2013] presented dynamic scheduling
based on ant colony optimization (DS-ACO). The custom VMs
creation is performed based on job requests for faster
execution, utilization, and balances the load on hosts.
Tsai et al. [2013] proposed an ―improved differential
evolution algorithm‖ (IDEA) method for task scheduling. This
technique is based on Taguchi and differential evolution to
enhance exploration and exploitation. Zuo et al. [2014]
presented a ―self-adaptive learning particle swarm
optimization‖ (SLPSO) scheduling technique that performed
based on particle decoding. The rank-order system has used
for a permutation of tasks to evaluate particle, deadline, and
QoS.
Tsai et al. [2014] presented a novel technique ―hyperheuristic scheduling algorithm‖ (HHSA) for optimal
scheduling. It used detection and perturbation operator to find
the best solution and minimize makespan by a low-level
algorithm. Pacini et al. [2015] proposed a cloud scheduler
based on ACO and genetic algorithm (CS-ACO-GA) for
dynamic load information. The VM suitability is controlled
content delivery, network message, throughput and response
time. It manages performance and makespan. Duan et al.
[2016] presented an energy-aware prediction model
(PreAntPolicy) for the scheduling of heterogeneous VMs using
an improved ant colony algorithm. It performed resourceintensive for application demand by dynamic provisioning of
heterogeneous resources.
Singh et al. [2017] presented an efficient strategy (BULLET)
for resource distribution using PSO with an objective to
reduce cost, time and energy while meeting users' satisfaction
and workload deadline. Zhou et al. [2017] presented hybrid
glowworm swarm optimization (HGSO) for efficient
scheduling. It also used quantum behavior that accelerates the
convergence to easily escape from local optima to global best.
It efficiently reduces execution cost, time and makespan.
Mansouri et al. [2019] proposed a hybrid task scheduling
algorithm named (FMPSO) using the fuzzy system and
modified PSO. Crossover, mutation and velocity update
techniques were used to improve performance and reduction
of makespan.

2.3.3 Data Analysis
This section presents a comparative analysis of publications
discussed in section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. The comparative analysis
of the above-discussed research work has done based on QoS
parameters, the goal of the work, scheduling environment,
workload type, resource considered in experimentation, and

2.3.2 Metaheuristic Resource Scheduling Policies
In this regard, Pandey et al [2010] presented PSO based
heuristic technique (PSO-H) for optimal scheduling. It
performed an optimal global solution within a reasonable
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Table. 3. Comparative Analysis of resource scheduling techniques based on QoS parameters
Reference

Algorithm

Sindhu et al. [2011]

LCFP, SCFP

Warneke et al. 2011

Nephele

Lakhani et al [2013]

ORS-TG

Scheduling
environment

Workload type

Resources

Tool used

Static

Homogeneous

VMs, MIPS

Cloudsim

Dynamic task assigning to reduce processing cost

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

IaaS

Hadoop

Grouping based on similar characteristics resources demand

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

VMs, MIPS

Cloudsim

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

IaaS, VMs, memory

Cloudsim

Static

Homogeneous

IaaS, CPU, memory

Hadoop 0.20.2.

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

VMs, CPU,

CloudStack/

network resources

CloudSim

Parameters

Goals

Makespan,

Sorting order performed to schedule a task on appropriate

utilization

VM

Cost, time,
utilization
Cost, time
Makespan,

Task replication performed to avoid deadline that reduces

performance

budget

Utilization,
makespan

phase-level scheduler to allocate required resources for
jobs

Energy-aware,

Uncertainty and resource-aware scheduling to manage scaling

Calheiros et al. 2014

EIPR

Zhang et al. 2015

PRISM

Chen et al. 2015

PRS

Qizhi et al. 2016

DV-RM

Availability, cost

Scheduling performed using workload load forecasting method

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

VMs, CPU

JAVA

Kong et al. 2016

AM-BRS

Profit, utilization

Pricing adaptive scheduling using an auction mechanism

Dynamic

Homogeneous

VMs

Cloudsim

Ali et al. [2016]

GTS

Latency,
execution time,

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

Network resources

JAVA

Load-aware resource provisioning and scheduling using
clustering

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

IaaS,VMs

Cloudsim

Mapping performed based on optimal dependency using PSO

Dynamic

Homogeneous

Load balancing performed based on VM capacity and
current state

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

VMs, network
resources

Cloudsim

Custom VM scheduling based on host load

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

Host, VMs, CPU

Cloudsim

Optimal solution based resource task matching performed

Dynamic

Homogeneous

IaaS

Dynamic

Homogeneous

VMs, CPU

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

VMs, CPU

Load aware scheduling to get throughput and response
time

Dynamic

Homogeneous

Host, VMs

Cloudsim

Energy-aware heterogeneous VM scheduling scheme

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

VMs, CPU

Cloudsim

Workload execution performed based on QoS using PSO

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

IaaS, PaaS, SaaS

Cloudsim

Dynamic

Heterogeneous

VMs MIPS

Cloudsim

Heterogeneous

VMs MIPS

utilization

load balancing
Singh et al.

RP-RS

Cost, time and
energy

Pandey et al 2010

PSO-H

Cost

Babu et al. [2013]

HBB-LB

Makespan, load
balancing

Pacini et al. 2013

DS-ACO

Tsai et al. 2013
Zuo et al. [2014]
Tsai et al. 2014

Load balancing

IDEA

Cost, makespan

SL-PSO

Profit, cost

HHSA

Makespan, time

Pacini et al [2015]

CS-ACO-GA

Utilization,
response time

Duan et al. [2016]

PreAntPolicy

Energy, utilization

Singh et al. [2017]

BULLET

Zhou et al. [2017]

HGSO

Panda et al. [2018]

PTS

Panda et al. [2018]
Mansouri et al.
[2019]

CTPS
FMPSO

Cost, time and
energy

and heterogeneity

Task grouping based on attributes to manage latency and
workload

Cost-effective scheduling to manage deadline and profit
To find a better solution for leveraging the strengths of low-level
algorithms

Cost, time,

Hybridization of evolutionary, quantum transition, and random

makespan

walk to find global best.

Execution

time,

Task scheduling technique evaluates execution time to

layover time

reduce layover time

Makespan,

Extended scheduling algorithms proposed to reduce

interval time

execution time and makespan

Makespan,

Optimal

efficiency

scheduling using dynamic velocity

solution

performed

for

appropriate

task

Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic

Heterogeneous
Heterogeneous

CPU, network
resources

VMs
VMs

JSwarm

Matlab 7.0
Cloudsim/
Hadoop

MATLAB
R2014a
MATLAB
R2014a
Cloudsim
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tool used for implementing research proposal, represented by
table 3. Further, the graphical results of the comparative
analysis of table 3 presented in figure 7 and figure 8.

Availabilit
y
2%

QoS Parameters

Profit
5%

Cost
19%

Makespan
19%
Energy
Aware
9%

workload
Managem
Utilization
ent
17%
5%

Fig. 7. Comparative analysis of resource scheduling publications
based on QoS parameters

Figure 7 shows the percentage of QoS parameters
considered (cost, time, utilization, energy awareness,
makespan, scalability, workload management, and profit) in
publications. The graphical data demonstrates that cost, time
and makespan have considered more than other factors with
19% of the research papers. For the rest of the factors 17%
research papers concentrate on utilization; 9% energy-aware;
workload management, performance and profit 5%;
availability 2%. It shows cost has examined more than all
other parameters by the researchers; scalability and elasticity
still need more attention

SaaS
2%

Network Resources Used
resources
10%
PaaS
2% IaaS

Memory
5%
MIPS
7%

CPU
19%

This survey was conducted with a wide range of existing
research work in cloud resource management. The literature
considered for the study includes conferences, journals,
articles, books and other published reports on resource
management in cloud computing The literature work has been
organized from more than 100 prominent and relevant
research publications. The survey on QoS, resource allocation
and resource scheduling in cloud resource management was
considered during the study. [Mezni et al. 2018; Singh et al.
2016`; Kumar M. et al. 2019]
This literature survey shows that challenges of resource
management in cloud computing exist at various levels of
hardware, software, and networking. Due to several
approaches and affordable services, cloud service demand is
growing tremendously. The provider is responsible to identify
consumer requests, availability of resources, current workload
demand, resource monitoring, and suitable matchmaking. It
has become a challenge to consider resource distribution
under an unpredictable, heterogeneous and dynamic
environment to ensure accurate matching based on
unexpected demand from the industries. Despite, number of
research work that exists in cloud resource management there
are some open research challenges that are still influencing
the performance and quality of cloud services.

3.1 Open Challenging Issues

VMs
38%

12%

on CPU; IaaS 12%; 10% network resources; 5% memory and
MIPS 7%; SasS and PaaS 2%. This shows that VMs utilized as
the primer of all resources by the researchers; the rest of the
resources need more work for experimentation.
It shows that dynamic, heterogeneity, QoS requirements
and VMs have been widely considered. Cloudsim is most
using tool by researchers for algorithm implementation as an
experimental tool.

3 OPEN CHALLENGING ISSUES AND FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS
Time
19%

Performan
ce
5%
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Host
5%

Fig. 8. Comparative analysis of resource scheduling publications
based on resources considered for the experiments

Figure 8 shows the percentage of different resource uses
(VMs, host, data center, CPU, MIPS, Memory, IaaS, PaaS, SaaS
and network resources) in experimentation. The graphical
data clearly demonstrates that VMs considered and analyzed
more than other resources with 38% of the research papers.
For the rest of the factors 19% of research papers concentrate

The survey contributes to existing literature with an
extension of open research challenges and suggestions for
academic professionals and tentative researchers. The survey
identifies and highlights open research issues to manage
resource specifications in accordance with workload based
QoS requirements. The research community continues doing
research efforts to provide adequate service based on
potential growth in cloud services. Despite, a huge
development in the field, it was very difficult to manage a
large amount of data according to industry expectations. The
emerging growth of cloud computing is still facing open
research issues that impact performance. Some of the
identified open research issues that need to be resolved are
discussed below in table 4.

3.2 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
This section elucidates the future research directions for
resource management in cloud computing. Resource
management is challenging in a cloud that shows unexpected
results due to an inappropriate match. The suitable resource to
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Table 4. Open Challenging Issues
Resource
categorization

Description of Open Issues
1. Efficient resource provisioning needs resource availability of resources.

Resource provisioning

2. It is difficult to reserve resources for provisioning to provide instant response and avoid deadline of tasks.
3. The workload analyzer cannot evaluate the dynamic and heterogeneous workload accurately to perform efficient provisioning.
1. The optimal workload analysis for resource allocation is challenging.

Resource allocation

2. QoS parameters and SLA management are difficult without compromising performance.
3. Resource allocation needs dynamic provisioning to improve utilization and reliability is also challenging.

Resource mapping

1. Mapping is difficult in the cloud; it requires a hybrid nature for mapping assignment.
2. It is difficult to predict workload requirements based on historical data. It is an optimization problem to pair suitable tasks to a
resource.
3. Accurate evaluation of mapping is difficult due to the dynamic and unpredictable nature of consumer demand.
1. It is difficult to identify different workload patterns with general scheduling techniques.

Resource scheduling

2. Runtime scheduling and location-aware allocation is a challenging scheduling problem.
3. It is a challenge to efficient scheduling while managing cost, energy, and profit.
1. Cloud consumer expectations are to access cost and time effective services. So, providers ensure to schedule workload based on

Application
scheduling

application requirements.
2. It is important to meet application QoS requirements to avoid deadlines of tasks.
3. Application-aware scheduling is challenging to meet utilization and performance without SLA violation.

VM management

1. What is the impact of VM instance creation on utilization and energy consumption?
2. How VM geographical location and migration impact on latency and performance.
3. What negotiation criteria suitable for VM configuration and placement.

Workload
management

QoS parameters

1. Workload management is challenging in resource management.
2. It is difficult to manage resources according to their specifications due to unspecified and heterogeneous workloads.
3. It is difficult to organize runtime workload and migration due to task dependency and unpredictable workload.
1. Providers' aim is to provide cloud services based on expected performance that compromises on other QoS parameters.
2. Customers are paying for cloud services expect to fulfill QoS requirements.
3. How VM provisioning, scheduling, consolidation, migration and monitoring impact efficiency, and QoS parameters.

SLA

1. Cloud services are based on pay-per-usage where SLA management is challenging.
2. Inappropriate matching of resources to workload can‘t fulfill QoS and SLA requirements.
3. Resource management is challenging due to dynamic, heterogeneous and uncertainty that can violate SLA.

Big data

1. It is a challenge to retrieve and deliver huge data according to customers‘ expectations.
2. It is also difficult to properly distribute the workload on resources based on varied application requirements.
3. Resource distribution to simultaneously millions of requests is also challenging due to a large amount of data (homogeneous/
heterogeneous).
1. Millions of users‘ concurrent requests of resources are difficult to manage.

Latency

Energy
consumption

2. Dynamic assignment of resources and workload migration leads to high latency.
3. Location-aware resource allocation is difficult to find a suitable route.
1. How the allocation decision impacts energy consumption.
2. How different application requirements impact energy consumption and utilization?
3. Accurate availability of the resource is difficult to reduce energy consumption for resource discovery.
1. How scheduling criteria impacts on utilization?
2. How dynamic resource allocation effects VM and host utilization?

Utilization

3. How VM instance impact VM utilization?

1. How scheduling technique impact scalability based on application requirements?
Scalability

2. How available resource can be scaled to manage demand extensively?
3. It is challenging to scale up and down based on a dynamic and heterogeneous workload.
1. Security is an important QoS parameter to manage reliability and SLA.

Security

2. To prevent from unauthorized access using firewalls and optimization tools may herm to performance.
3. To secure consumer data from theft and harmful attacks is a challenging issue.
1. Allocated resource monitoring in a dynamic cloud environment is difficult.

Monitoring

2. It is also difficult to optimize monitoring while a pattern of demand is unpredictable.
3. Monitoring of current usage resources is challenging while migrating data to other VM.
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workload provides expected performance and fulfills QoS
requirements. This survey has evaluated existing work in the
field of resource management. Further, it has presented open
research challenges, conclusions of the survey. The potential
growth in cloud computing needs consistent research work in
the field of resource management. A standardized technique
requires for efficient resource allocation and scheduling that
can properly utilize cloud resources. It would perform
appropriate usage of resources; manage reliability and
consistency between providers and consumers. This research
survey discusses research challenges, suggestions for further
research work that should be considered in the context of
resource management. The key findings of the cloud resource
management mechanism from the literature would various
benefits. Some of the key findings are:
 Resource matching should be done based on workload
patterns and resource configuration. An autonomic
technique would improve resource utilization and
performance.
 Workload management should be done based on
availability and scalability. It would help to SLA
management, overload and under load resource
provisioning.
 Resource scheduling should be done after identify
resource provisioning to perform cost-effective workload
execution.
 Resource scheduling is an optimization problem, and
runtime
environment
can
identify
workload
requirements, availability and SLA to place appropriate
migration and scheduling.
 Effective resources management helps to improve
utilization, energy consumption and cost reduction that
can manage availability, scalability, and profit.
 Resource management is challenging to manage QoS
requirements and SLA.
 An authentication detection requires to secure user data
under certain situations should meet to fulfill customers‘
expectations.
 An autonomic technique requires determining resource
configuration, availability, and scalability for workload
requirements (homogeneous and heterogeneous) to
process millions of concurrent requests.
 The dynamic environment should adapt to identify
dynamic workload fluctuation to perform appropriate VM
configuration and placement.
 To fulfill customers‘ QoS requirements and SLA resource
provisioning criteria should be able to identify demand
criteria.
These future research directions if implicating in further
research development for fulfilling resource management in
cloud computing would enhance the quality of cloud service
and help in QoS parameters and SLA.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
In this survey paper, a systematic literature review was
conducted on cloud resource management. The research
presents a cloud resource management mechanism with
respect to several parameters including SLA, resource
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allocation, and scheduling with their testbed QoS (parameters
and validation check), service (demand and monitoring), and
resources (VMs and availability). This literature has
highlighted some open research issues that are impacting on
the cloud. It has noticed that the best resource discovery for
the best pairing of workload to the resource is challenging.
Providers‘ efforts are to manage SLA violations and QoS
parameters. We have identified the effect of workload
matching on resource management and utilization.
The survey also identifies future research work in the
direction of autonomic scaling and elasticity based on resource
allocation and scheduling to select a suitable resource for
managing runtime workload on resources to be considered.
The research work contributed to other than QoS parameters
and resource usage (hardware/software) based on application
dynamic constraints that can be done. It is also challenging for
providers to manage the growing demand for cloud service to
ensure reliability and profits. The scalability of cloud resources
according to scaling in demand in the perspective of QoS
parameters and SLA is a potential research area in cloud
resource management. The resource reservation to avoid
deadlock is also effects on utilization that need to develop
runtime optimal usage of resources. Following are the facts
can be concluded:
 Resource provisioning and scheduling in the cloud
environment is an optimization problem.
 It is challenging to reserve a desirable resource for future
predictions.
 The static environment can reduce energy consumption
and cost. But, it leads to under-provisioning and
overprovisioning, unable to perform proper workload
distribution.
 Dynamic resource allocation can exploit cloud resources
while inappropriate workload allocation leads to energy
consumption and communication overheads.
 Efficient resource provisioning from the perspective of
QoS parameters and SLA is challenging.
 There is a need for an efficient technique that would
manage resources according to different application
design.
 What is a suitable schedule plan to efficiently meet the
requires of different services?
 How synchronization improves availability and solution
construction.
 It is difficult to manage under-provisioning and overprovisioning without optimal scalability.
 How delivered service can be profitable and competitive
in the perspective of providers and consumer
expectations.
 Security is important while considering SLA and
performance.
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